Background {#Sec1}
==========

Non-heading Chinese cabbage (*Brassica rapa* ssp. *chinensis*, 2n = 2x = 20) is a species belonging to the *Brassica* genus of *Cruciferae* family, which contains 338 genera and over 3,700 species, including the model plant *Arabidopsis* \[[@CR1]\]. In 2012, the production of *Brassica* vegetables reached 70.10 million tons worldwide ([http://faostat.fao.org](http://faostat.fao.org/)). The six widely cultivated *Brassica* are described by the classical and famous "U's triangle", which includes three diploid species, *B. rapa* (A genome, 2n = 20), *Brassica nigra* (B genome, 2n = 16), *Brassica oleracea* (C genome, 2n = 18), and three allopolyploid species, *Brassica juncea* (AB genome, 2n = 36), *Brassica napus* (AC genome, 2n = 38) and *Brassica carinata* (BC genome, 2n = 34) \[[@CR2],[@CR3]\]. *Brassica rapa* contains several subspecies such as Chinese cabbage (*B. rapa* ssp. *pekinensis*), NHCC and turnip (*B. rapa* ssp. *rapa*) \[[@CR4]\]. According to the main cultivation specialties, biological properties, and morphological characteristics, NHCC are classified into five varieties, including Pak-choi, Wutatsai, Flowering Chinese cabbage, Taitsai, and Tillering cabbage \[[@CR5]\]. NHCC is widely used as a vegetable crop because of the strong adaptability, short growth period, good quality, unique flavor, and rich nutrition. Thus, it is widely cultivated in Southeast Asia, Japan, USA, and Europe, and is gradually becoming an important vegetable worldwide.

The development of molecular markers for the detection and exploitation of DNA polymorphisms is a significant application in the field of molecular genetics. The detection and analysis of genetic variation can help us to understand the molecular basis of various biological phenomena \[[@CR6],[@CR7]\]. Since the advent of restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) markers, a range of other markers, such as random amplified polymorphism DNA (RAPD), amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP), sequence tag sites (STSs), SNPs, and SSRs, have been introduced during the 20th century to fulfill various demands of breeders \[[@CR8],[@CR9]\].

Assigning molecular markers to linkage groups and constructing genetic maps is an important step for analyzing the genome of species. These linkage maps have been used for marker-assisted breeding, map-based cloning strategies, genome organization and comparative genomics of important species, and the dissection of quantitative traits \[[@CR10]-[@CR12]\]. Polymerase chain reaction-based markers have been widely used in the construction of genetic linkage maps for *B. oleracea* \[[@CR13],[@CR14]\], *B. nigra* \[[@CR15]\], *B. juncea* \[[@CR16]\], and *B. napus* \[[@CR17],[@CR18]\]. A number of genetic linkage maps based on a range of markers, including RFLP, RAPD, SSR, and AFLP, have been constructed for Chinese cabbage \[[@CR3],[@CR19],[@CR20]\]. However, there are few linkage maps for NHCC \[[@CR21]\].

SSR and SNP markers are distributed throughout the genome, and they gradually became preferred markers for many applications in genetics and genomics \[[@CR22]-[@CR24]\]. They are suitable for the fine mapping of genes and association studies, which aim at identifying alleles potentially affecting important agronomic traits \[[@CR25],[@CR26]\]. However, without large numbers of SSR and SNP markers, such studies have not been available in most crop species. Currently, with the development of next-generation sequencing, it is feasible to develop a large number of SSR and SNP markers. Developing a large set of SSR and SNP markers will facilitate the fine mapping of QTLs, improve the identification and exploitation of genes affecting important traits, and enable selective breeding through genomic selection \[[@CR27],[@CR28]\].

NHCC, with rich diverse germplasms, originated from China. Given its important economic value and its close relationship to *A. thaliana* and Chinese cabbage, 10 NHCC accessions were re-sequenced. Additionally, the representative accession, NHCC001, has been assembled recently. Here, we report, for the first time, a survey of whole genome sequences to develop a large number of SSR and SSR markers. These markers enhance the density of the existing genetic NHCC maps, which could also be a useful source for high-throughput QTL mapping and marker-assisted NHCC improvement. Furthermore, breeders could introduce beneficial genes, improving genetic diversity, using these markers for marker-assisted selection.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

The development of SSRs in NHCC and a comparative analysis with 17 species {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

We analyzed the distribution of perfect microsatellites with ≥ 3 repeat units, and a minimum total length of 18 bp in \~331.1 Mb of the NHCC genome. All SSRs identified in this study have been submitted to the nhccdata website (<http://nhccdata.njau.edu.cn/>). The content of perfect microsatellites in the genomic sequences of NHCC and 17 other species were identified. A total of 20,836 SSRs with repeats were detected in the NHCC genome, which translated to an overall density across the genome of 62.93 SSRs/Mb. Surprisingly, NHCC had a higher microsatellite density than sorghum (56.00 SSR/Mb), potato (55.78 SSR/Mb), and maize (24.85 SSR/Mb). However, its microsatellite density was far less than watermelon (217.96 SSR/Mb), moss (241.08 SSR/Mb), and volvox (377.15 SSR/Mb) (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1).Table 1**Summary of different SSR repeats in genomic sequences of non-heading Chinese cabbage and selected plant speciesSpeciesRepeat typeMono-Di-Tri-Tetra-Penta-Hexa-Hepta-Octa-Nona-TotalGenome (Mb)***B.* rapa.ssp.*chinensis*Count4,9758,2963,7977541,12558998219712120,836331.09Density (SSR/Mb)15.0325.0611.472.283.401.782.970.600.3762.93*Arabidopsis thaliana*Count2,4303,3832,35016935117869182399,673119.67Density (SSR/Mb)20.3128.2719.641.412.931.495.770.690.3380.83*B.* rapa.ssp.*pekinensis*Count4,66511,4313,8739621,0856071,08025613624,095283.84Density (SSR/Mb)16.4440.2713.653.393.822.143.800.900.4884.89*Cucumis sativus*Count1,41511,3055,5731,5211,7581,1482,33776426526,086203.06Density (SSR/Mb)6.9755.6727.457.498.665.6511.513.761.31128.46*Glycine max*Count8,24759,92319,0533,9544,6861,6496,482562297104,853973.34Density (SSR/Mb)8.4761.5619.574.064.811.696.660.580.31107.72*Medicago truncatula*Count11,36713,0305,7011,4421,8829581,1212356735,803418.58Density (SSR/Mb)27.1631.1313.623.444.502.292.680.560.1685.53*Oryza sativa*Count1,67113,81811,9482,5792,9631,3989683219135,757374.47Density (SSR/Mb)4.4636.9031.916.897.913.732.580.860.2495.49*Physcomitrella patens*Count19,40260,9338,9409,3656,9101,8225,6532,027664115,716479.99Density (SSR/Mb)40.42126.9518.6319.5114.403.8011.784.221.38241.08*Populus trichocarpa*Count3,17018,0719,1272,0482,5621,5531,8452779138,744265.70Density (SSR/Mb)11.9368.0134.357.719.645.846.941.040.34145.82*Sorghum bicolor*Count2,25114,33111,8955,3683,1622,6481,39717013441,356738.54Density (SSR/Mb)3.0519.4016.117.274.283.591.890.230.1856.00*Solanum lycopersicum*Count90432,48418,0533,2721,7611,5811,91931923160,524781.67Density (SSR/Mb)1.1641.5623.104.192.252.022.460.410.3077.43*Solanum tuberosum*Count4,57514,7099,9621,5142,7001,7053,35256629339,376705.88Density (SSR/Mb)6.4820.8414.112.143.832.424.750.800.4255.78*Volvox carteri*Count586,89919,46910,0163,3943,5501,5092,6521,92049,467131.16Density (SSR/Mb)0.4452.60148.4476.3625.8827.0711.5120.2214.64377.15*Vitis vinifera*Count17,21727,41816,0256,4354,8632,0766,0321,37831281,756486.20Density (SSR/Mb)35.4156.3932.9613.2410.004.2712.412.830.64168.15*Zea mays*Count4,44317,95915,0803,3164,8612,6822,15342942451,3472,066.43Density (SSR/Mb)2.158.697.301.602.351.301.040.210.2124.85*Citrus sinensis*Count5,99611,7239,7592,7692,8231,1522,09567117937,167327.94Density (SSR/Mb)18.2835.7529.768.448.613.516.392.050.55113.33*Musa acuminata*Count1,59935,51610,7812,2141,4901,1699604876054,276437.28Density (SSR/Mb)3.6681.2224.655.063.412.672.201.110.14124.12*Citrullus lanatus*Count32,83713,47413,6465,4654,2052,0824,0591,29137377,432355.25Density (SSR/Mb)92.4337.9338.4115.3811.845.8611.433.631.05217.96

Dinucleotides were the most common SSR type in NHCC genomic sequences, representing 39.82% of all SSRs, followed by mono- (23.88%) and trinucleotides (18.22%). Octa- and nonanucleotides were the least frequent repeat types, together representing less than 2% of the total SSRs (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The distribution of SSR types in NHCC was most similar to those of Chinese cabbage and *Arabidopsis*, which had comparable relative and absolute frequencies for each SSR type, and it was at least similar to the distribution in volvox and watermelon, for which trinucleotides were by far the most frequent repeat type. There were many more dinucleotides and trinucleotides than that in moss and volvox, respectively (Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S2).Table 2**Summary of different SSR repeats in genomic and gene sequences of non-heading Chinese cabbageRepeat typeGenome SSRPercentage (%) (SSR/Total genome)Gene SSRPercentage (%) (SSR/Total gene)SSR lengthAverage repeat times**Mononucleotide4,97523.8890416.63101,38220.38Dinucleotide8,29639.821,53228.19288,42017.38Trinucleotide3,79718.222,09138.4780,8297.10Tetranucleotide7543.622334.2919,7726.56Pentanucleotide1,1255.402674.9122,7454.04Hexanucleotide5892.832103.8617,2144.87Heptanucleotide9824.711472.7022,9883.34Octanucleotide1970.95260.484,4082.80Nonanucleotide1210.58250.463,2222.96

We examined the distribution of NHCC microsatellites with regard to the number of repeat units (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S3). For all SSR classes, the microsatellite frequency decreased as the number of repeat units increased. However, the rate of this change was more gradual for mononucleotides and dinucleotide than for longer repeat types, with pentanucleotide (from 919 to 154) to nonanucleotide (from 104 to 10) showing the most dramatic frequency reduction. Moreover, the total length of dinucleotide sequences was much larger than the other repetitive sequences, with a total length of 288.42 Kb. On the one hand, the mean number of repeat units in the dinucleotides (17.38) was over twice as high as the number of repeat units in the trinucleotides (7.10), and it was four times higher than in penta- to nonanucleotides (4.04--2.96) (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). On the other hand, the dinucleotide repeats (25.06 SSR/Mb) occurred more frequently than other dinucleotides in the NHCC. Therefore, the dinucleotide repeats had a greater contribution to the genome fraction occupied by SSRs than other dinucleotide (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Figure 1Relative frequency of SSR types, characterized by the number of repeats in the non-heading Chinese cabbage. The graph was based on a total of 20,836 SSRs detected in a 331-Mb, non-redundant genomic DNA sequence of the NHCC genome.

Of the 20,836 identified SSR markers, 822 were not anchored on chromosomes. In addition, the number of SSR markers was different on each chromosome. The density of SSRs ranged from 67.25 to 73.53 across the chromosomes. The most SSR markers (2,996, 14.38%) occurred on chromosome 9, while the least were on chromosome 4 (1,337, 6.42%) (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S4). A total of 1,685 types of repeat motifs were detected in NHCC genomic SSR. The most type was the A/T (4,185, accounting for 20.09%), followed by AG/CT (4,107, 19.71%), AT/TA (3,700, 17.76%), and AAG/CTT (1,281, 6.15%), which was similar to other *Cruciferous* species. The remaining types had repeat ratios of less than 4%, and the CG/GC repeat motif was not found among the NHCC genomic SSRs (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S5).

The characteristics of SSR markers in NHCC genes and a functional analysis {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

A total of 5,435 SSRs were identified in NHCC genes, accounting for 26.08% of the total genomic SSRs. Trinucleotides were the most common SSR type, representing 38.47% (2,091) of all genic SSRs. Even though dinucleotides are the most common type in the genome, trinucleotides may be more common in the gene regions because they do not cause gene translational changes. They are followed by dinucleotide (1,532, 28.19%) and mononucleotides (904, 16.63%) (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). In total, 611 repeat motifs were identified in NHCC genes, and the most type was AG/CT (783, 14.41%), followed by A/T (763, 14.13%), AAG/CTT (631, 11.61%), and AT/TA (582, 10.71%). The other repeat motifs occurred at rates of less than 10.00%, which was similar to their rates in the genome (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S6).

These SSR markers were located in 4,569 genes, accounting for 10.97% of the total number of genes, and 708 genes contained several SSR markers. The functions of 3,141 genes containing SSRs were divided into three classes, cellular location, molecular function, and biological process. They were further subdivided into 38 functional subsets. The greatest number of genes was associated with the binding factors (2,245, 71.47%), followed by the genes involved in metabolic processes, catalytic activities, and cellular processes. This was similar to the classification of the 3,036 genes containing non-synonymous SNPs (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2).

SSRs located near important functional genes, such as flower genes and glucosinolate genes, were also identified. Most plants undergo a major physiological change from vegetative to reproductive development before flowering. The formation of flowers is a prerequisite for successful sexual reproduction, and fruits of angiosperm flowers are a staple of human and livestock diets \[[@CR29]\]. Glucosinolates are a category of amino acid-derived secondary metabolites found in the *Cruciferae* family. Glucosinolates and their degradation products play important roles in pathogen and insect interactions, especially in human health \[[@CR30]\]. Based on their importance, we identified these genes and their related SSR markers in NHCC. In our analysis, 110 and 93 genes showed high homology (\>90%) to the Chinese cabbage flower genes and glucosinolate genes, respectively. Finally, 180 and 136 SSRs were found in the vicinity of (\<40 Kb) 86 flower genes and 62 glucosinolate genes, respectively. Interestingly, the number of these genes and related SSRs on chromosome 9 was more than on each of the other nine chromosomes. These markers will be useful for marker-assisted selection breeding in the future (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S7).Figure 2Chromosomal locations of non-heading Chinese cabbage flower (FL) and glucosinolate (GS) genes with related SSR markers (\<40 Kb). In total, 180 (FL-SSR) and 136 (GS-SSR) SSRs were depicted on the 10 NHCC chromosomes. Scale is in megabases (Mb).

The abundance and length frequency analyses of SSR repeat motifs {#Sec5}
----------------------------------------------------------------

We conducted a detailed analysis of individual repeat motifs for each type of SSR found in the genomic sequences of NHCC and the other 17 species. The results showed that A/T (84.12%), AG/CT (49.51%), AAG/CTT (33.74%), AAAT/ATTT (27.06%), AAAAT/ATTTT (20.62%), AAAAAT/ATTTTT (9.51%), AAACCCT/AGGGTTT (12.73%), AAAAAAAT/ATTTTTTT (10.66%), and AAAATAAAT/ATTTATTTT (8.26%) were the most frequent motifs from mono- to nonanucleotides in the NHCC genome. A/T repeats were not only the predominant mononucleotide, but they were also the most frequent motif in the entire genome, accounting for 20.09% of the total SSRs, followed by AG/CT (19.71%) and AT/AT (17.76%) repeats. These three repeat types were more than half of the total SSRs in NHCC genomic sequences (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S5). In addition, the motif density was also calculated in the other 17 species for a comparative analysis. The results showed that the density of A/T repeats was higher than C/G repeats in most examined species (14/18). For dinucleotides, all species had a relative low density (0--0.17) of CG/CG repeats. The number of AT/AT repeats was higher than other dinucleotides in 17 species. However, AG/CT repeats (12.40) were slightly more abundant than AT/AT repeats (11.18) in NHCC. Surprisingly, the density of AC/GT repeats (44.64) was far greater than of other dinucleotides in volvox. The density of AAG/CTT repeats was greater than other trinucleotide in *Cruciferous* (*Arabidopsis*, Chinese cabbage and NHCC), which was different from the other examined species. Most species had a higher density of AAT/ATT repeats than other trinucleotide repeats. However, the density of CCG/CGG repeats was higher than other trinucleotides in rice and volvox. In NHCC, as well as in most of other species examined, the frequencies of different tetranucleotides revealed that repeats of AAAT/ATTT were most common, whereas ACAT/ATGT (36.96) and AGAT/ATCT (1.64) repeats predominated in volvox and rice, respectively. Conversely, the GC-rich motifs were of relatively lower densities in most species analyzed, such as CCCG/CGGG and CCGG/CCGG. However, the opposite distribution was observed in volvox (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S2, Additional file [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3a--c).

The polymorphism analysis of SSR markers among 18 *Cruciferae* accessions {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

A total of 5,008 (92.14%) SSR primer pairs were designed from the 5,435 SSRs in the gene sequences. Of these, 74 primer pairs were selected for validation by SSR loci amplification, and 63 produced a reproducible and clear amplicon of the expected size. The product sizes ranged from 101 to 280 bp. A total of 60 (81.08%) were polymorphic among the 18 analyzed species of *Cruciferae*, including one *Arabidopsis*, two broccoli, one Chinese cabbage, and 14 NHCC accessions (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S8, Table S9).

A total of 162 polymorphic bands were produced by 60 primer pairs in the 18 accessions. The number of polymorphic bands ranged from two to five, with an average of 2.70 for each primer. The major allele frequency at each locus ranged from 0.4667 to 0.9722. The polymorphism information content (PIC) at each locus ranged from 0.0526 to 0.5802, with an average of 0.2970/loci. The expected heterozygosity ranged from 0.0556 to 0.6506, and the observed heterozygosity ranged from 0.0000 to 1.0000. Although a limited number of SSR primers were used in this experiment, they produced rich polymorphic bands in the 18 *Cruciferae* accessions. The gene flow estimated from F-statistics was from 0.0000 to 4.5000. A total of 13 SSR primers showed significant deviations from the Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium (P~HW~ \< 0.05). Nei's genetic identity ranged from 0.5165 to 0.8799, and the genetic distance ranged from 0.1280 to 0.6439. Shannon's information index ranged from 0.1269 to 1.2203, with an average of 0.5885 (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S10). These results indicated that a large amount of genetic diversity in the 18 *Cruciferae* had been assessed. The dendrogram showed that they fell into four distinct clusters. Cluster 1 was comprised of 14 NHCC accessions, including five varieties of NHCC. Chinese cabbage belonged to Cluster 2, which had a close relationship with the Taitsai variety of NHCC. Clusters 3 and 4 contained broccoli and *Arabidopsis*, respectively. The principal component analysis (PCA) and population structure analysis corroborated this classification (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Table 3**Information of SSR loci following amplification from 18** ***Cruciferae*** **accessionsLocusMAFGnNaNeIHoHeFstNmGdPICP** ~**HW**~BrcSSR010.5357321.98980.69060.07140.51590.96010.01040.49740.37370.0030BrcSSR020.9375331.13530.27710.12500.12300.81730.05590.11910.11571.0000BrcSSR030.7000221.72410.61090.60000.43450.58140.18000.42000.33180.2230BrcSSR040.7308221.64880.58250.53850.40920.71560.09940.39350.31610.4870BrcSSR050.8235331.43780.57830.35290.31370.56100.19570.30450.28091.0000BrcSSR060.9063221.20470.31110.18750.17540.75780.07990.16990.15551.0000BrcSSR070.6111331.98170.76830.77780.50950.21500.91300.49540.39720.0210BrcSSR080.8750221.28000.37680.25000.22580.70970.10230.21880.19481.0000BrcSSR090.6875221.75340.62110.62500.44350.49440.25570.42970.33740.2530BrcSSR100.8214331.44650.58940.35710.32010.76130.07840.30870.28621.0000BrcSSR110.8125221.43820.48260.37500.31450.63010.14670.30470.25831.0000BrcSSR120.8611331.32520.47240.27780.25240.43400.32610.24540.22591.0000BrcSSR130.8824331.27310.44380.23530.22100.62890.14750.21450.20371.0000BrcSSR140.9063331.21040.37080.18750.17940.76000.07890.17380.16581.0000BrcSSR150.5909332.18020.89320.81820.56710.69830.10800.54130.46320.2370BrcSSR160.5667321.96510.68420.33330.50800.78520.06840.49110.37050.2940BrcSSR170.8889221.24620.34880.22220.20320.43750.32140.19750.17801.0000BrcSSR180.8667331.31200.46770.26670.24600.76390.07730.23780.22111.0000BrcSSR190.6944331.85670.79450.61110.47460.33780.49010.46140.40640.4530BrcSSR200.8571221.32430.41010.28570.25400.79550.06430.24490.21491.0000BrcSSR210.5000232.21920.86761.00000.56510.08992.53120.54940.44790.0000BrcSSR220.5278221.99380.69160.94440.51270.05264.50000.49850.37420.0010BrcSSR230.5556332.31430.93690.88890.60130.75090.08290.56790.48890.2350BrcSSR240.8125221.43820.48260.37500.31450.63010.14670.30470.25831.0000BrcSSR250.9167221.18030.28680.16670.15940.91090.02450.15280.14111.0000BrcSSR260.8056331.47610.57230.38890.33170.39710.37950.32250.28541.0000BrcSSR270.8889441.25830.46440.22220.21110.45860.29510.20520.19791.0000BrcSSR280.6667221.80000.63650.66670.45980.54770.20640.44440.34570.1120BrcSSR290.5625321.96920.68530.75000.50810.44330.31400.49220.37110.1300BrcSSR300.5882432.24030.92380.70590.57040.44620.31030.55360.48180.0440BrcSSR310.5000542.54241.07550.46670.62760.73250.09130.60670.53260.0720BrcSSR320.5000232.32260.91841.00000.58570.12201.80000.56940.47680.0000BrcSSR330.9167331.18460.33990.16670.16030.46530.28720.15590.14941.0000BrcSSR340.9706221.06060.13270.05880.05880.82520.05290.05710.05551.0000BrcSSR350.9118221.19180.29840.17650.16580.66870.12390.16090.14801.0000BrcSSR360.9000221.21950.32510.20000.18620.80650.06000.18000.16381.0000BrcSSR370.9412221.12450.22370.11760.11410.73130.09180.11070.10461.0000BrcSSR380.6667331.90590.78670.66670.48890.29870.58700.47530.40350.2370BrcSSR390.9167331.18460.33990.16670.16030.46530.28720.15590.14941.0000BrcSSR400.7778331.58440.67670.44440.37940.39750.37890.36880.33681.0000BrcSSR410.9444221.11720.21460.00000.10791.00000.00000.10490.09940.0290BrcSSR420.5588752.65141.22030.35290.64170.74880.08390.62280.58020.0020BrcSSR430.8235431.43780.57830.29410.31370.63410.14420.30450.28090.3940BrcSSR440.7222541.77530.81360.33330.44920.61840.15430.43670.39300.0420BrcSSR450.6250442.16030.97050.75000.55440.47450.27690.53710.47940.3320BrcSSR460.8438221.35810.43340.31250.27220.66790.12430.26370.22891.0000BrcSSR470.4667542.69461.10560.33330.65060.81290.05750.62890.55700.0010BrcSSR480.6389442.09030.93940.55560.53650.46750.28480.52160.46330.0510BrcSSR490.9722221.05710.12690.05560.05560.48570.26470.05400.05261.0000BrcSSR500.8333441.41790.61910.33330.30320.43460.32530.29480.27971.0000BrcSSR510.7188431.78400.77310.31250.45360.75070.08300.43950.39340.1350BrcSSR520.6765541.97270.92310.41180.50800.64510.13760.49310.44730.3640BrcSSR530.5385221.98820.69020.92310.51690.54810.20610.49700.37350.0060BrcSSR540.9722221.05710.12690.05560.05560.48570.26470.05400.05261.0000BrcSSR550.8889221.24620.34880.22220.20320.43750.32140.19750.17801.0000BrcSSR560.5625332.25550.91260.87500.57460.40140.37280.55660.47420.0110BrcSSR570.8889331.25580.42580.11110.20950.72730.09370.20370.19390.0580BrcSSR580.6154321.89890.66630.46150.49230.77020.07460.47340.36131.0000BrcSSR590.5625221.96920.68530.87500.50810.35050.46320.49220.37110.0080BrcSSR600.9118221.19180.29840.17650.16580.66870.12390.16090.14801.0000Mean0.752432.71.63870.58850.41360.35710.55810.19800.34560.29700.5706Note: The above shown for each SSR were the major allele frequency (MAF), genotype number (Gn), number of alleles detected (Na), effective number of alleles (Ne), Shannon's Information index (I), observed heterozygosity (Ho), expected heterozygosity (He), F-Statistics (Fst), Gene flow estimated from Fst = 0.25(1 - Fst)/Fst (Nm), gene diversity (Gd), polymorphism information content (PIC) and Chi-square test for Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (P~HW~).Figure 3A cluster analyses of 18 *Cruciferae* accessions. **(a)** Plot of the three principal components from a principal components analysis of SSR variation among 18 genotypes of *Cruciferae*. Green circles represent non-heading Chinese cabbage accessions; pink pentagrams represent Chinese cabbage; blue triangles represent broccoli accessions; and red squares represent *Arabidopsis*. **(b)** Dendrogram for 18 *Cruciferae* accessions derived from a UPGMA cluster analysis based on 60 SSR markers. Four clusters were obtained according to the genetic identity (\~75%). Cluster 1 indicated NHCC accessions; Cluster 2 indicated Chinese cabbage; Cluster 3 indicated broccoli accessions; and Cluster 4 indicated *Arabidopsis*. The numbers were bootstrap values based on 1,000 iterations. Only bootstrap values larger than 50 were indicated. **(c)** Bayesian clustering (STRUCTURE, K = 4) of 18 *Cruciferae* accessions.

The identification and characteristic of SNPs in 10 NHCC accessions {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

A comparison of 10 NHCC accessions of five varieties with the Chinese cabbage genome was used to develop SNPs. To increase accuracy and minimize false-positive SNPs, we eliminated SNP sites that had missing data in any one of the 10 NHCC accessions. Finally, 1,228,979 SNP loci were identified, and the average SNP density in the whole genome was 4.33/Kb. This was greater than in tomato (0.6/Kb) and rice (1.7/Kb), but lower than in citrus (6.1/Kb) and potato (11.5/Kb) \[[@CR31]\]. All SNPs identified in this study have been submitted to the nhccdata website (<http://nhccdata.njau.edu.cn/>).

The number of SNPs for each accession ranged from 341,939 to 591,586. The average heterozygous ratio of the SNPs was \~42.53%, and the heterozygous ratio ranged from 18.92% to 65.07% among 10 NHCC accessions. An average of 189,666 SNPs was identified in coding domain sequences. The number of non-synonymous SNPs ranged from 47,178 to 85,510, with an average of 66,965 (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). Of the identified SNPs, excluding those that were heterozygous, an average \~56.88% of SNPs belonged to the transition type in the 10 NHCC. The transition/transversion ratio can be used to measure the genetic distances. Generally, the higher transition/transversion ratio, the lower genetic divergence between two species. The high ratio of 1.32 between the NHCC and Chinese cabbage revealed the relatively low level of polymorphisms between them. A relatively high frequency of C/T alleles was identified, which was also observed in citrus, eggplant, and bean (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S11) \[[@CR31]-[@CR33]\].Table 4**Summary of SNPs in genomic and gene sequences of 10 non-heading Chinese cabbage accessionsAccessionSNP numberHet SNPsHet ratioCds-SNPNon-syn SNP**NHCC001591,586242,68641.02242,59085,346NHCC026406,11776,83118.92171,34359,793NHCC006505,378240,37647.56195,89369,939NHCC007519,509219,73542.30200,54971,400NHCC008497,659244,32749.10190,31467,839NHCC013348,31996,22027.62138,32448,357NHCC009591,404384,79965.07243,70885,510NHCC015341,939140,94641.22134,75247,178NHCC010551,325285,88151.85218,50077,623NHCC029349,403141,99040.64160,69156,663Average470,263.90207,379.1042.53189,666.4066,964.80Figure 4The average transitions and transversions of 10 non-heading Chinese cabbage accessions occurring within a set of 262,885 SNPs.

The excavation of unique SNPs and genes from five NHCC varieties {#Sec8}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The five varieties of NHCC have their own morphological characteristics. The variety-related SNPs and genes were quickly and accurately identified using the varieties genomic information. Based on the genotypes and phenotypes of the five varieties, the genes associated with variety-related traits were uncovered. For example, by comparing the Tillering cabbage and other four varieties, genes associated with tillering were identified. Similarly, the flowering and early bolting genes were identified by comparing the flowering Chinese cabbage variety and other varieties. Additionally, we have detected the expression of variety-specific genes at the transcriptome level. The functional annotation and the metabolic networks were also conducted for differentially expressed genes (DEGs).

At the genomic level, we identified variety-specific SNPs. The non-synonymous SNPs could directly change the encoded amino acid, which could change the function of the protein. Therefore, we surveyed the non-synonymous SNPs in each accession. To better analyze the point mutations, which ranged from 1,133 to 2,104 in the five varieties, we exploited the variety-specific non-synonymous SNPs. These SNPs were located in 710 to 1,107 genes of the five varieties. Transcriptome data were used to identify 897, 651, 970, 1,247, and 699 genes in NHCC001, NHCC006, NHCC008, NHCC009, and NHCC010, respectively (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S12). Then, the variety-specific DEGs were identified, whose expression levels were 0.5 or 2 times expression level than each of other varieties. A total of 189 variety-specific DEGs were discovered, consisting of 28, 1, 45, 26, and 2 low expressing genes and 34, 5, 24, 11, and 13 high expressing genes in the five varieties, respectively.

To obtain a more intuitive understanding of the relationship among these DEGs, clustering analyses were carried out based on the expression level. The high expressing DEGs could be divided into five groups, corresponding to the five varieties (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), while low expressing DEGs did not completely cluster based on variety (Additional file [5](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4). Furthermore, the relationships among these genes was studied using Cytoscape software. Finally, the absolute Pearson's correlation coefficients of the 1,662 gene pairs were greater than 0.8 in the high expressing DEGs. Most genes had positive relationships, except the *CabbageG_a\_f_g047569*, *CabbageG_a\_f_g033595*, and *CabbageG_a\_f_g009143* genes. These genes could be divided into four groups, corresponding to the four varieties. Only one gene was identified in NHCC006, so it was not involved in the network (Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The relationships among low expressing genes were complex, with 221 negative- and 373 positive-related gene pairs (Additional file [6](#MOESM6){ref-type="media"}: Figure S5). In addition, 673 negative- and 3,377 positive-related gene pairs existed in the high and low expressing genes, respectively (Additional file [7](#MOESM7){ref-type="media"}: Figure S6).Figure 5Expression profile of variety-specific, high-level, differentially expressed non-heading Chinese cabbage genes. The expression levels of all genes identified in this study were measured by transcriptome data from the five NHCC varieties. Hierarchical clustering was used to represent the gene expression for each variety.Figure 6The interaction network of variety-specific, high-level, differentially expressed non-heading Chinese cabbage genes. The Pearson's correlation coefficients were calculated according to the transcriptome data of the five NHCC varieties.

Using strict standards, which defined the expression level of the gene as 0.2 or 5 times the lowest or highest expression, respectively, of the other varieties, 33 variety-specific DEGs were identified. Of which, 15, 9, 8, and 1 genes were found in NHCC001, NHCC009, NHCC008, and NHCC010, respectively, while none was identified in NHCC006. The analysis of Pearson's correlation coefficients showed that 15 negative- and 94 positive-related gene pairs were present in these genes, and the *CabbageG_a\_f_g013270* gene existed in more negative gene pairs than any other genes (Additional file [8](#MOESM8){ref-type="media"}: Figure S7).

For a more intuitive presentation of these non-synonymous SNPs, we plotted their distribution on the chromosomes (Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}), revealing that their distributions were different in each accession. This may be because of differential selection during the breeding process. In general, regions with more non-synonymous mutations were often the subject of selection. In 10 NHCC accessions, 3,228 regions with a total length of 20 Kb were identified. The number of non-synonymous SNPs was greater than 20 in these regions. The number of these regions was different on each chromosome, ranging from 21 (A10) to 720 (A03). In addition, we mapped the density of non-synonymous SNPs on the chromosomes for each accession (Additional file [9](#MOESM9){ref-type="media"}: Figure S8).Figure 7The density of non-synonymous SNPs in 10 non-heading Chinese cabbage accessions on chromosomes. The number of non-synonymous SNPs was calculated for each dot using 20-Kb windows. The figure shows a fragment of chromosome 1(A01: 0--2 Mb) as an example.

The evolutionary relationship of 10 NHCC accessions by SNP markers {#Sec9}
------------------------------------------------------------------

To understand the phylogenetic relationships causing morphological diversity in NHCC, a neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree was constructed by MEGA5 using 10 NHCC accessions and Chinese cabbage Chiifu-401-42 \[[@CR34]\]. The SNPs located in the coding domain sequences, excluding the missing site, were used to construct the phylogenic tree (Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). In the phylogenetic tree, two accessions of Pak-choi, NHCC001 and NHCC026, and flowering Chinese cabbage, NHCC008 and NHCC013, clustered together. The Taitsai (NHCC015) had a close relationship with Chinese cabbage. Although NHCC010 and NHCC029 belonged to the Tillering cabbage, they did not cluster together. The previous classification might be only based on the tiller, which affected by only a few genes. Thus, they did not cluster together in this tree whose construction was based on genome-wide SNPs. The NHCC010 and NHCC006, which share land collapse and short plant height characteristics, clustered together. Additionally, NHCC029, which shares similar traits with NHCC015, clustered together. These phenomena indicated that the morphological classification might be based on one or several distinct external plant characteristics. However, classification should be determined by the internal genes, coupled with complex environmental interactions. Therefore, the traditional morphological classification might be erroneous. Currently, we can correct traditional morphological classifications through whole-genome sequencing and re-sequencing, furthering the understanding of the NHCC.Figure 8Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of 10 non-heading Chinese cabbage accessions (five varieties) and Chinese cabbage constructed by MEGA5 using SNPs in the coding domain sequences. The numbers are bootstrap values based on 1,000 iterations. Only bootstrap values larger than 50 are indicated.

Discussion {#Sec10}
==========

Efficient and strict flow chart for identification of SSR and SNP markers {#Sec11}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this study, our major aims were to find a large set of accurate SSR and SNP markers in the NHCC, and to gain further insight into the genetic diversity and relationships among representative cultivars and related species. We analyzed the distribution and frequency of microsatellites with mono- to nonanucleotide motifs. To find more accurate SSRs, we used the strict standard that the total SSR length is not less than 18 bp. Thus, the results of this study may differ from previous studies. When compared with previous research, the results obtained could differ because of the following aspects: (1) different search parameters, including the different minimum length (no less than 18 bp versus 12 bp), and different repeat types (mono- to nonanucleotide versus di- to octanucleotide or another range); (2) different software and algorithms used for the SSR search (MISA versus SSRtool); (3) the data used for SSR detection was of a different size and version; and (4) the different analytical methods and manifestations used (count/Mb versus length/Mb). These seemingly minor differences in procedure could strongly influence microsatellite distributions and comparisons among studies. For the development of SNP markers, errors in sequencing or assembling of the NHCC genome also might lead to false SNPs. Therefore, it is important to consider the above-mentioned points when we compared the SSR or SNP frequency and density generated by different genome datasets or research groups.

Genetic relationship analysis of 18 *Cruciferae* species {#Sec12}
--------------------------------------------------------

The 14 NHCC accessions and four other *Cruciferae* species were analyzed using SSR markers. The analyses of a dendrogram and population structure, as well as PCA, revealed four clusters. Although the research did not completely distinguish the five NHCC varieties, which may have been because of the limited number of SSR markers used for the genetic analyses, it accurately separated NHCC, Chinese cabbage, broccoli, and *Arabidopsis*. Thus, a larger number of SNP markers were used to construct the phylogenic tree. Both of the SSR and SNP marker analyses revealed that the Taitsai variety (NHCC015 and NHCC009) had a close relationship with Chinese cabbage. It was also consistent with the theory that Chinese cabbage was derived from a hybrid of Taitsai and turnip \[[@CR35]\]. The Pak-choi, flowering Chinese cabbage, and Taitsai varieties could be distinguished using the SNP markers. The classification of Tillering cabbage and Wutatsai might be only based on one or several distinct phenotypic plant characteristics; thus, we attempted to distinguish them using whole genome SNPs. Classification only based on morphology may be problematic, and a true classification should be determined using the internal genes of the whole genome, coupled with the complex environmental factors. Currently, it is possible for us to adjust traditional morphological classifications using the SSRs and SNPs of the whole genome. Furthermore, these markers developed in our study can be useful for population structure analyses of NHCC and other related species in the future.

Use of new SSR and SNP markers for NHCC and *Cruciferous* species research {#Sec13}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

It was important to develop molecular markers to investigate genetic variability and explore genome evolutionary. Until now, only a few low-density genetic maps have been constructed owing to lack of highly polymorphic and reliable molecular markers in NHCC. In addition, most linkage maps with important agronomic trait loci have been developed with primarily low-throughput markers, such as AFLP, RFLP, and RAPD or a few SSR markers. The development of these markers is time consuming, labor intensive, and expensive. Thus, only a few economically important genes had been identified using a map-based cloning strategy in NHCC \[[@CR36]\], suggesting that marker-assisted selection breeding was still not well developed compared with in other horticultural species, such as cucumber \[[@CR37]\]. SSR or SNP markers have proven to be useful markers in the population genetic studies of species \[[@CR25],[@CR38],[@CR39]\]. Currently, with the development of bioinformatics and the next-generation sequencing technology, it is very convenient and feasible to obtain a large number of SSR and SNP markers by genome sequencing. In this study, we developed a large number of SSR and SNP markers, and obtained their exact physical positions in the NHCC genome. We designed primer pairs for NHCC SSRs, and verified the polymorphism by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and gel electrophoresis in some important *Cruciferous* species. NHCC had a relatively large level of morphological and genetic polymorphisms, and SNPs were identified in different varieties. In our study, the SNPs were classified according to the five varieties. Variety-specific genes were also identified and verified using the transcriptome. These genes might be useful for distinguishing the five varieties of NHCC.

Conclusions {#Sec14}
===========

NHCC is an ecologically important vegetable crop in Southeast Asia, Japan, USA, and Europe. However, the insufficient genomic and transcriptome data in public databases have limited our understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying the adaptation of NHCC. With the development of high-throughput genome sequencing technology, it is now possible to uncover large numbers of DNA markers. This work contributed to a detailed characterization of 20,836 SSRs and 1,228,979 SNPs in NHCC and compared them with markers in other representative species. For the SSR markers, dinucleotide repeats were the most frequent SSRs in the genome. While the frequency of trinucleotide repeats were much higher than dinucleotides in gene sequences. Primers for the SSRs in the gene sequences of NHCC were designed, and the SSR polymorphisms were verified using PCR. The results showed that the SSR markers were highly polymorphic among the 18 *Cruciferous* species. By comparing NHCC with Chinese cabbage, a large number of SNP markers were identified in the five NHCC varieties. The potential variety-specific related genes identified lay a solid foundation for further investigations into comparative genome analyses among the five varieties. Furthermore, they will be useful for further functional genomic studies in the *Brassica* genus. These SNP and SSR markers will be valuable genomic resources for future *Cruciferous* research and breeding applications.

Methods {#Sec15}
=======

Plant materials and DNA preparation {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------

Genomic DNA for SNP and SSR analysis was extracted from leaves of 5-week-old seedlings using a Plant DNA extraction kit (Qiagen, Beijing, China). Ten NHCC accessions were used for the development of SNP markers, and the validation of polymorphic SSR markers used 18 accessions, which were from 14 NHCC, 1 Chinese cabbage, 2 broccoli, and 1 *Arabidopsis*.

The identification and characterization of SSR and SNP markers {#Sec17}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The Microsatellite identification software MISA was used to identify SSRs in NHCC genome sequences (MISA, <http://pgrc.ipk-gatersleben.de/misa/>). The parameters were set as follows: monomers (×18), 2-mers (×9), 3-mers (×6), 4-mers (×5), 5-mers (×4), 6-mers (×4), 7-mers (×3), 8-mers (×3), and 9-mers (×3). This tool allowed for the identification and localization of perfect microsatellites as well as compound microsatellites. The maximum size of interruption allowed between two different SSRs in a compound sequence is 100 bp.

The identification of SNPs between the 10 accessions and the reference genome (Chiifu-401-42) was performed using the SOAPsnp software as previously reported \[[@CR40]\]. In SNP calling, the quality threshold was set to 20, which corresponded to an error rate of less than 1%. The variety-specific SNPs were identified using a perl script. The distribution of different types of SSRs and SNPs on chromosomes was plotted using the SVG program written by a perl script. All SNP and SSR markers identified in this study have been submitted to the nhccdata website (<http://nhccdata.njau.edu.cn/>).

Primer design for SSR markers {#Sec18}
-----------------------------

The SSRs of the gene sequences were used for primer design by Primer3 program \[[@CR41]\]. The parameters of Primer3 were set as follows: (a) Primer length from 18 to 27 bases, with an optimum size of 20 nt. (b) The melting temperature (Tm) ranged from 55°C to 65°C with an optimum temperature of 60°C. (c) The predicted target PCR products ranged from 100 to 280 bp, with an optimum product size of 150 bp, and all other parameters were set to the default values. Subsequently, the results from Primer3 were further filtered to minimize the chance of encompassing tandem repeats, and self- or pair complementation in the experiment.

The assessment of SSR polymorphisms {#Sec19}
-----------------------------------

A total of 74 primers were selected from the newly designed primers of the gene SSR markers and used to detect SSR polymorphisms among the 18 species. Their sequences were listed in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. The selected primers were synthesized by Invitrogen Biotech (Shanghai, China). All PCRs were conducted in 20-μL reaction mixtures containing 50 ng of genomic DNA, 0.5 U of Taq DNA polymerase (TaKaRa, Dalian, China), 0.4 μM primer, 1× PCR Buffer, 25 μM of dNTPs, and 1.5 mM MgCl~2~. SSR loci were amplified using Thermal Cycler (Eppendorf, Shanghai, China), and the following program was used: 5 min initial denaturation at 95°C; 35 cycles of 30s at 95°C, 30s at the appropriate annealing temperature, 45 s of extension at 72°C, and 10 min at 72°C for final elongation. Finally, the PCR products were initially assessed for size polymorphisms on 6% denaturing polyacrylamide gels and then visualized by silver nitrate staining.

The genotyping data were subsequently used to determine genetic relationships among the 18 accessions assessed. The genetic distance were calculated according to Nei's unbiased measures using the POPGEN1.32 software (<http://www.ualberta.ca/~fyeh/popgene_download.html>). The PCA and the dendrogram construction were performed based on the unweighted pair-group method with arithmetic average using the NTSYS software \[[@CR42]\]. The confidence of branch support was then evaluated by a bootstrap analysis with 1,000 replicates using Free Tree \[[@CR43]\].

The number of alleles, observed heterozygosity, expected heterozygosity, gene flow, and Shannon's Information index were calculated using POPGEN1.32. The major allele frequency, chi-square test for Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium allele frequencies, genetic diversity, and PIC were calculated using PowerMarker3.25 \[[@CR44]\]. The Structure2.3.4 software was used to investigate the population structure with the number of populations ranging from 2 to 9. Both the length of the burn-in period and the number of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo reps after burn-in were set to 100,000 \[[@CR45]\].

DEGs identified by RNA-sequencing {#Sec20}
---------------------------------

The transcriptome data of five varieties was obtained from our laboratory (<http://nhccdata.njau.edu.cn/>). Leaf tissues of *B. rapa* accessions were collected from 7-week-old plants, which were grown under greenhouse conditions at 25°C. mRNA was prepared, and an individual cDNA library with insert sizes of 200 bp was constructed for each sample. The libraries were sequenced for paired-end reads of 90 bp on the Illumina Hiseq 2000 platform. FastQC was used to check and visualize the quality of the RNA-seq reads (<http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/>). The NGS QC Toolkit was used to remove the pair-end reads containing Ns or those where the number of bases whose PHRED-like score was less than 20 exceeded 10%. If the first 9 bp of filtered reads showed unstable base composition based on the percentages of the four different nucleotides, then they were trimmed before read mapping using TopHat. The uniquely mapped reads were used for subsequent analyses. The transcripts were constructed and the expression as fragments per kilobase of transcript sequence per millions base pairs (FPKM) values of transcripts were quantified in each sample using Cufflinks. The significance of DEGs was calculated using the software of IDEG6 \[[@CR46]\], and a p-value of less than 0.01 was a DEG criterion. In this study, to avoid the potential noise signal from high-throughput sequencing, an absolute fold change of no less than 2.0 was used to define DEGs, including up-regulated and down-regulated genes. Furthermore, the expression patterns of DEGs were displayed using the heat-map function in the Cluster program, and the results were exhibited using Tree View \[[@CR47]\].

The annotation, biological process, pathway, and network analyses {#Sec21}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The annotation of DEGs in NHCC was obtained by searching the protein databases Iprscan (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/pfa/iprscan/>), UniProtKB (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/uniprot/>), TrEMBL (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/uniprot/TrEMBLstats/>), GO (<http://www.geneontology.org/>), and KEGG (<http://www.genome.jp/kegg/>). The annotations obtained from these five protein databases was integrated using perl script. In addition, the biological process and functions of the DEGs were also analyzed using the Gene Ontology database. The metabolomics, biological interpretation, and functional pathways of these DEGs were constructed by KEGG and STRING \[[@CR48]\]. The interaction network of the DEGs was constructed using Cytoscape software according to the level of the genes \[[@CR49]\]. The flower and glucosinolate genes of Chinese cabbage were downloaded from the *Brassica* database (<http://brassicadb.org/>) \[[@CR2]\]. The distribution of flower, glucosinolate genes, and related SSR markers on chromosomes were plotted using a perl script.

Availability of supporting data {#Sec22}
===============================

All the supporting datasets have been submitted to the NHCC Data Center (<http://nhccdata.njau.edu.cn/>), including SNP (All_SNPs.data.tgz), SSR (All_SSRs.data.tgz), and transcriptome (Five_transcriptome.data.tgz) datasets.

Additional files {#Sec23}
================

Additional file 1: Table S1.Distribution of SSR repeats in genomic sequences of non-heading Chinese cabbage (NHCC) and selected plant species. **Table S2.** Distribution of SSR repeats in genomic sequences of non-heading Chinese cabbage (NHCC) and selected plant species (considering sequence complementary). **Table S3.** Frequency of mono- to nonanucleotide SSR repeat motifs in non-heading Chinese cabbage (NHCC) genome. **Table S4.** Summary of the SSRs distribution on chromosomes in the non-heading Chinese cabbage (NHCC) genome. **Table S5.** Distribution of mono- to nonanucleotide repeats in genomic sequences of non-heading Chinese cabbage (NHCC). **Table S6.** Distribution of mono- to nonanucleotide repeats in gene sequences of non-heading Chinese cabbage (NHCC). **Table S7** The summary of flower, glucosinolate genes, and related SSR markers on chromosomes in the non-heading Chinese cabbage (NHCC) genome. **Table S8.** Informativeness of 18 Cruciferae accessions used for assessing SSR polymorphisms. **Table S9.** Characteristics of 60 polymorphic SSR markers developed in non-heading Chinese cabbage (NHCC) (Chr =chromosome, Ta = annealing temperature, Size = size of cloned allele). **Table S10.** Nei's unbiased measurements of genetic identity and genetic distance among 18 Cruciferae accessions. **Table S11.** Summary of transitions and transversions for SNPs between non-heading Chinese cabbage (NHCC) accession and Chinese cabbage (reference genome). **Table S12.** The summary of variety-specific genes and SNPs in the five varieties of non-heading Chinese cabbage (NHCC).Additional file 2: Figure S1.Distribution of SSR repeats in genomic sequences of non-heading Chinese cabbage and other selected plant species. Frequency values are expressed as number of repeats per million base pairs of sequence.Additional file 3: Figure S2.Histogram presentation of Gene Ontology classifications in non-heading Chinese cabbage. The results were summarized in three main categories: biological process, cellular component, and molecular function. The right y-axis indicates the number of genes in a category. The left y-axis indicates the number of unique sequences in a specific category.Additional file 4: Figure S3.Distribution of mono- to pentanucleotide repeats in the genomic sequences of non-heading Chinese cabbage and other selected plant species. (a) Distribution of mono- to trinucleotide repeats in genomic sequences of NHCC and other selected plant species. Frequency values are expressed as number of repeats per million base pairs of sequence. (b) Distribution of tetranucleotide repeats in genomic sequences of NHCC and other selected plant species. Frequency values are expressed as number of repeats per million base pairs of sequence. (c) Distribution of pentanucleotide repeats in genomic sequences of NHCC and other selected plant species. Frequency values are expressed as number of repeats per million base pairs of sequence.Additional file 5: Figure S4.Expression profile of variety-specific, low-level, differentially expressed non-heading Chinese cabbage. The expression levels of the genes identified in this study were measured by transcriptome data in the five NHCC varieties. Hierarchical clustering is used to represent the gene expression levels for each variety.Additional file 6: Figure S5.The interaction network of variety-specific, low-level, differentially expressed, non-heading Chinese cabbage genes. The Pearson's correlation coefficients were calculated according to the transcriptome data of the five NHCC varieties.Additional file 7: Figure S6.The interaction network of variety-specific, differentially expressed, non-heading Chinese cabbage genes. The Pearson's correlation coefficients were calculated according to the transcriptome data of the five NHCC varieties.Additional file 8: Figure S7.The interaction network of variety-specific, differentially expressed, non-heading Chinese cabbage genes identified using a strict criterion. The Pearson's correlation coefficients were calculated according to the transcriptome data of the five NHCC varieties.Additional file 9: Figure S8.The density of non-synonymous SNPs in non-heading Chinese cabbage accession on 10 chromosomes. The number of non-synonymous SNPs was calculated using 20 Kb windows.
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